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The End of Antitrust Isolationism:
The Vision of One World
Eleanor M. Foxt

The 1980s saw a narrowing of the reach of U.S. regulatory law.
Policymakers worked to "free" business from government regulation.1 In Europe the decade through 1992 has been one of dismantling obstacles to competition and trade in the internal market, of
creating equal conditions of competition throughout the internal
market, and of extending conditions of competition and trade to
the countries of the European Free Trade Association ("EFTA")
and Eastern Europe.
Today, against the backdrop of these region-conscious but
market-freeing currents, enterprises across the world are forming
global alliances and seeking transnational partners. Sometimes
they do so to gain synergies to reach new technological heights,
sometimes to share risks and the enormous costs of investment,
sometimes to gain access to one another's markets, and sometimes
to buy protection against the specter of fierce global competition.
Globalized competition exerts pressure on national law. It has
put pressure on the concept of negative comity, epitomized by one
nation's injunction to another nation's lawmakers and enforcers to
"keep your hands off my nationals." It has put pressure on arbitrary boundaries between rules of competition and rules of trade.
Global competition heralds the end of antitrust isolationism. A fortiori, it heralds the end of American antitrust isolationism.
By "antitrust isolationism" I mean the view that antitrust law
is separate from trade law and the other policies at its interface, as
well as the view that each nation's antitrust law is separate from
other nations' antitrust law. By "American antitrust isolationism"
I include a belief (held by a critical mass of articulate policymakers) in the correctness of the "cold" U.S. antitrust model of the
1990s, in the universal applicability of the allocative efficiency part Professor of Law, New York University School of Law.
' See Eleanor M. Fox and Lawrence A. Sullivan, Antitrust-Retrospective and Prospective: Where Are We Coming From? Where Are We Going? 62 NYU L Rev 936, 944-54
(1987).
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adigm, and in the hegemony of the United States as antitrust
pace-setter for the free world.
This essay proposes that the twin, symbiotic forces of global
competition and democratization have put pressure on isolationism, revealing its limits and suggesting a new order. I propose that
the vision of the European Community, in particular, holds many
lessons for the United States and the world. Drawing especially on
the experience of the European Community, I construct a model
designed to facilitate cross-fertilization and convergence of the law
while maintaining a regard for the uniqueness and diversity of regions and nations.
I begin with a look at Europe 1992, focussing on the symbiosis
between free competition and free trade. I then examine similarities and differences between U.S. and Community law and consider means for removing obstructions to world-wide freedom of
movement and competition. After reflecting on the limits of antitrust law on the one hand, and the promise of competition policy
on the other, I propose a model for the new order.
I.

THE VISION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

The European Economic Community targeted 1992 as the
year for the completion of the single European internal market-a
single market comprised of twelve nations embodying the free
movement of people, goods, services, and capital (the "four freedoms") and a common policy in competition, transport, agriculture, the environment, equal treatment of women, and like matters
of important concern. Community-wide competition, in turn,
symbiotically with the four freedoms, would help integrate the
economies of each of the Member States into a single market.
The 1992 project has not been greeted with uniform acclaim
and welcome. Some American observers fear a Fortress Europe.
They anticipate a European giant; a formidable trading bloc preserving an efficient internal free market for the Europeans.
Others cite the failures of the ideal. Europe is seen as an expanding tower of Babel; a shop in disarray, with few managers
minding the great bureaucratic store. EC competition policy itself
is criticized as perverse and inefficient.2 Critics maintain that the
2

See Thomas E. Kauper, Whither Article 86? Observations on Excessive Prices and

Refusals To Deal, in Barry Hawk, ed, 1992 and EC/U.S. Competition and Trade Law 65186 (Fordham Corp L Inst, 1990); remarks of Barry Hawk, reported in Experts Foresee Increased Prominence of InternationalIssues in Enforcement, 62 BNA Antitrust & Trade
Reg Rep (BNA) 313, 315 (Mar 12, 1992).
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European law handicaps the swift and the clever. The law prohibits mere "exploitation," airtight territorial distribution restraints,
and "excessive" pricing, and the law imposes duties to deal based
on fairness and equity.3 Thus the European law is so un-American.
I regard Europe through a different lens. I see neither ominous
fortifications nor bureaucratic disarray. I see, first, vision behind
the vision of 1992; second, the particular appropriateness of EC
competition policy. to Europe; and third, the EC's leadership in
recognizing divergences in local and national law and facilitating
convergences where important and appropriate. The European
Community has emerged as the leader of the dialogue on the accommodation of the law of nations. If the United States does not
take notice of and engage in the dialogue, it may, by default, lose
an opportunity to present the American conception as the model
for the world.
The European approach to convergence and its benefits has
been both empirical and conceptual. In the early 1980s, European
leaders catalogued "The Costs of Non-Europe."" They gave birth
to Project 1992, which detailed the thousands of physical, technical, and fiscal barriers that still disrupted European trade and
competition. The barriers were of many kinds. They included customs-related border costs, divergent product standards, protectionist national procurement policies, widely varying charges for essential services, conflicting business and tax regulations, and divergent
national standards of substantive law. As part of Project 1992, the
EC Commission drafted detailed programs involving some 300 legislative acts to remove the non-tariff barriers confronting the internal market and to harmonize national legislation'. Anticipation of
the benefits of One Europe and the will of the Community to
achieve an economically unified Europe produced the enormous
energy and drive to the countdown of December 31, 1992.

See Kauper, Whither Article 86 at 659-85 (cited in note 2).
See Paolo Cecchini, Michel Catinat, and Alexis Jacquemin, The European Challenge:
1992-The Benefits of a Single Market (1988). The Cecchini Report is based on working
papers on The Costs of Non-Europe. The report estimated the costs of obstructions to a
single market to be 200 billion ECUs.
5 Id at 3.
The success of the Community in moving towards economic integration is not undermined by the difficulties attendant upon ratification of the Maastrict Treaty. Indeed there is
a case to be made for the proposition that the socio-political objectives of Maastricht may
detract from the focused efforts to bring Western Europe together as one seamless economic
market.
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FREE COMPETITION AND FREE TRADE

Free trade provides the foundational principle of the vision of
the single European market. Indeed, the Community is based on
the notion that free trade and free competition will unify the common market.6 This principle is expressed in the key provisions of
the Treaty of Rome, which include among the Community's tasks
the abolition of obstacles to free movement and the "institution of
a system ensuring that competition in the common market is not
7
distorted.

In support of these Community obligations, Member States
have the duty to eliminate "[q]uantitative restrictions on imports
and all measures having equivalent effect."'8 They must not discriminate on grounds of nationality." Member States must report
all subsidies they grant,10 and eliminate subsidies that distort competition except as justified by, for example, the need to promote
economic development in regions suffering from below normal living standards." Under the Community's competition rules, enterprises must not restrict competition or abuse dominance, 2 and
Member States may not enact or maintain rules contrary to the
competition rules.1 3 Member States have the duty to take all ap-

propriate measures to ensure fulfillment of the obligations arising
out of the Treaty,' 4 prominently including free movement of people, goods, services, and capital, with no discrimination based on
source or origin.
The free trade/free competition principle is at the core of
Community law. Thus, EC competition policy is more closely
linked to its parent, free trade, than U.S. antitrust law is linked to
the Commerce Clause of the Constitution.' 5 EC competition policy
6 See, for example, Case 120/78, Rewe-Zentral AG v Bundesmonopolverwaltung fiir
Branntwein ("Cassis de Dijon"), 1979 ECR 649; Case 240/83, Procureurde la Rkpublique v
ADBHU, 1985 ECR 531. See Bastiaan van der Esch, The Principles of InterpretationApplied by the Court of Justice of the European Communities and Their Relevance for the
Scope of the EC Competition Rules, 15 Fordham Intl L J 366 (1991-92) (European Court of
Justice cases promote the coherence and comprehensiveness of the EC legal order).
Treaty Est the Eur Eco Comm, Art 3(f).
EEC, Art 30.
EEC, Art 7.
10 EEC, Art 93(3).
12

EEC, Art 92.
EEC, Arts 85, 86.

EEC, Art 90.
EEC, Art 5.
15 See, for example, Exxon Corp. v Governor of Maryland, 437 US 117 (1978). As to
linkages between the commerce clause and free trade and competition in the United States,
see James F. Rill, Creatingand Maintaining Competition in a Common Market: The Fu-
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is closer to a constitutional principle than is antitrust in the
United States. Competition policy provides a more effective trump
over anticompetitive state action than does antitrust in the United
States, 6 and it connects with other social policies more fluidly
than does American antitrust."
Competition policy is not the only rule of trade in the Community. Agricultural policy stands in contrast. 18 The Common Agricultural Policy derogates from the rule of free market competition because free competition cannot work to fulfill certain
important Community goals. However, outside of the agricultural
sector, in which steps are being taken to reduce subsidies, the purview for competition policy in the EC is broad; its link with free
movement is tight; and the central place of free movement/free
competition is assured.
III.

COMPETITION POLICY AND DISHARMONIES-APPRECIATING

CON-

TEXT AND DIFFERENCES

EC competition policy does have important substantive differences with American antitrust law. First, while one source of EC
competition policy is free trade/free movement, the content of the
free trade/free movement principle does not fully correspond with
American conceptions. The EC principle requires that there be no
unjustified hindrance to the movement of goods and services across
frontiers. As applied, the principle requires that no enterprise restrain the free movement across Member State lines of its ownbrand goods. Thus, tight territorial distribution restraints at national frontiers are not permitted. 9 By concentrating on preserving
free movement rather than concentrating on-as U.S. antitrust law

ture of Antitrust in an Integrated World Economy, 1992 U Chi Legal F 263, 265-68; Richard B. Collins, Economic Union as a Constitutional Value, 63 NYU L Rev 43 (1988).
" Compare Exxon, 437 US 117, with Case 13/177, NV GB-INNO-BM v Vereniging van
de Kleinhandelaarsin Tabak ("INNOIATAB"), 1977 ECR 2115. See also notes 10-13; Diane P. Wood, Lessons From the EC: Why Parker v. Brown Is Not Inevitable, (unpublished
manuscript on file with The University of Chicago Legal Forum); Eleanor M. Fox, The
Supreme Court and The Confusion Surrounding the State Action Doctrine,48 Antitrust L
J 1571, 1577 (1979), both suggesting, as an appropriate U.S. principle, that federal antitrust
law should preempt state law that is more restrictive of competition than necessary to accomplish legitimate state goals.
17 See van der Esch, 15 Fordham Intl L J at 366 (cited in note 6).
"8See EEC, Arts 38-47.
'9 See Joined Cases 56/64 & 58/64, Establissements Consten SARL and GrundigVerkaufs-GmbH v Commission, 1966 ECR 299.
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does-preventing output restraints,"° the Community continues to
progress towards unification of the internal market.2 In the EC,
the familiar American claim that sellers must be able to restrain
the movement of their own-brand goods in order to protect against
free rider problems2 2 does not persuade. First, free movement is a
preferred value to producer profit-maximizing. Second, the assumed pervasiveness of the free rider problem is simply not
accepted. 3
The second substantive difference between U.S. and EC antitrust law is signaled by the other source of EC competition
law-fairness. Government intervention is welcomed in the name
of fairness to prevent abuses and exertions of power that exploit
buyers and unnecessarily exclude competitors.2 4 U.S. law has virtually forsaken fairness as a goal of antitrust law on grounds that its
invocation is dangerously likely to protect inefficient small traders
at the expense of consumers and to invite clumsy, uninformed exercises of government (judicial) power. 25 By contrast, Community
law reinforces a notion commonly held outside the U.S. that excessive pricing is wrong, and law can control it. Unjustified cut-offs of
customers and exclusions of competitors by powerful firms are also
seen as wrong, simply because they harm entrepreneurs and small
and middle-sized businesses and, therefore, harm the integrity of

20

Much of U.S. antitrust law has become focused on the inquiry whether business con-

duct tends to restrict output. If not, the conduct is generally treated as efficient and permissible. See, for example, Business Electronics Corp. v Sharp Electronics Corp., 485 US 717
(1988). But compare Eastman Kodak Co. v Image Technical Services, Inc., 112 S Ct 2072
(1992).
21 See Francis G. Jacobs, Europe After 1992: The Legal Challenge, 1992 U Chi Legal F
1, 5.
22

See Business Electronics Corp., 485 US at 723-31. The claim is that distributors will

not invest optimal amounts in promotion or the provision of information or other services if
other distributors of the same brand can share in the advantages of such investment. Id.
23 See, for example, Joined Cases 56/64 & 58/64, Consten and Grundig, 1966 ECR at
347-50, rejecting the opinion of Advocate General Roemer. See G. Bermann, R. Goebel, W.
Davey, and E. Fox, Cases and Materials on European Community Law at 634-38 (West
Publishing Co., in publication).
24 See Eleanor M. Fox, Monopolization and Dominance in the United States and the
European Community: Efficiency, Opportunity, and Fairness,61 Notre Dame L Rev 981
(1986).
25 See, for example, A.A. Poultry Farms, Inc. v Rose Acre Farms, Inc., 881 F2d 1396
(7th Cir 1989), cert denied, 110 S Ct 1326 (1990); E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v FTC,
729 F2d 128 (2d Cir 1984). But see Eleanor M. Fox and Lawrence A. Sullivan, Cases and
Materials on Antitrust ch 2 § D at 145-46 (West Publishing Co., 1989) (fairness as an antitrust value).
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the system.2 6 Indeed, Community law self-consciously protects opportunities for small and middle-sized firms.27
The Community not only applies competition law principles of
fairness but also exports principles of fairness to the European
Free Trade Area countries and to Eastern Europe. The EC, and
not the U.S., has won the battle for the "sale" of its antitrust laws.
Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and the EFTA countries have
all agreed to adopt or accommodate their law to EC law.2"
To some Americans, the two parents of EC competition
law-free movement and fairness-may appear incompatible, but
in fact they live in harmony. Free movement and free competition,
as defined by Community law, contemplate a level playing field
but not one devoid of social regulation. The level playing field is
built on a ground of appropriate, Community-wide or harmonized
social legislation. This is the meaning of common policies, as
adopted in the fields of environmental law and consumer protection as well as antitrust law, and as contemplated by the Treaty
provisions for approximation of Member State laws.2 9

28

See, for example, Case 21/76, United Brands Co. v Commission, 1978 ECR 207; Case

102/77, Hoffmann-La Roche & Co. AG v Centrafarm Vertriebsgesellschaft
PharmazeutischerErzeugnisse mbH, 1978 ECR 1139.
"2 See, for example, Announcement Concerning Agreements, Decisions and Concerted
Practices in the Field of Co-operation Between Enterprises, 1968 OJ C75:3; Announcement
Concerning Minor Agreements Which Are Not Covered by the Provisions of Article 85 paragraph 1 of the Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community, 1970 JO C64:1, as
amended by Commission notice of 19 December 1977 concerning agreements of minor importance which do not fall under Article 85(1) of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 1977 OJ C313:3; and Commission notice of 3 September 1986 on agreements of minor importance which do not fall under Article 85(1) of the Treaty establishing
the European Economic Community, 1986 OJ C231:2.
2" See Claus-Dieter Ehlermann, Antitrust Issues in an International Dimension, 1992
U Chi Legal F 241, 258. American advocates had argued that Eastern Europe needs American antitrust laws. They had argued that countries seeking to recover from pervasively intrusive government control should move quickly to a system of minimal government in order to nurture a market economy with the least danger of government abuse or mistake and
the least danger of backsliding. into regulation and protectionism. However, Eastern Europe
has easily accepted the competition principles of Western Europe. Indeed, in the face of
soaring prices, the emergence of ruthless opportunists, and the need for economic opportunity for the people, 'the very provisions that Americans cautioned against were the antitrust
provisions that made the EC law-and perhaps even the market system-legitimate to
Eastern Europeans. See Kathleen E. McDermott, Antitrust Outreach:U.S. Officials Provide
Competition Counseling to Eastern Europe, 6 Antitrust 4 (Fall/Winter 1991). See also Robert Pitofsky and Harvey J. Goldschmid, Azerbaijanian-AmericanSymposium: The Road to
Economic Renewal, Intl Merger L 2 (Sept 1991); Stephen Engelberg, Eastern Europe Foils
All But the Hardiest of Western Investors, NY Times 1 (Mar 5, 1992).
28 See EEC, Arts 100, 100A. See also Auke Haagsma, The European Community's Environmental Policy: A Case Study in Federalism, 12 Fordham Intl L J 311 (1989).
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EC competition policy, thus, has a different center of gravity
from U.S. antitrust law. This center of gravity encompasses a bundle of interests of the European citizens. Europe recognizes that
the interests of the citizens of Europe in competition policy are
broader and more complex than the reductive U.S. notion of aggregate consumer "welfare." 3 0
The areas of substantive competition law mentioned above,'
distribution restraints and abuse of dominance, are precisely those
that Europe would not be ready to harmonize away into the American model either for the sake of free movement in the world or as
a result of an epiphany that America "got it right."31
IV.

COMPETITION POLICY AND COMMONALITIES-THINKING

"ONE

WORLD"

As noted, some deeply rooted disharmonies in the competition
laws of nations exist. Yet, at the other extreme, some principles
enjoy common acceptance by nations. First among these is the
principle that cartels are illegal. The law so provides in the European Community, in all industrialized nations, and in a large number of developing nations.2
Cartels (by the American definition and usage) are agreements
among competitors to fix prices, assign quotas, or divide customers
and territories in order to restrict competition among collaborators.3 3 While there are some variations of law among nations, especially in relation to exemptions from the cartel prohibition, 4 nations accept the principle that cartels are harmful. Cartels interfere
30 U.S. analysts focus on aggregate consumer welfare. Often "consumer welfare" is used
as a proxy for consumer plus producer welfare. An output restraint normally reduces the
sum of consumer plus producer welfare. See Robert H. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox: A
Policy at War With Itself 90-106 (Basic Books, Inc., 1978).
In contrast, for an integrated European approach based on the German social market
economy, see Fikentscher, Free Trade and Protection of the Environment as an Integrated
Economic Value System: Outline of an Environment-Conscious Social Market Economy-A Lawyer's View (Cassel Lecture, Juristforlaget, Stockholm, 1991). For an understanding of the interconnections among the various parts of European Community law, see
Jacobs, 1992 U Chi Legal F 1 (cited in note 21).
, As noted, one reason why optimal standards for harmonization should be addressed
is that the European standard is likely to be the default standard, in view of the Community's progress towards internal harmonization and the continuing extension of EC law to
neighboring nations. This is not to say that the EC standards are not optimal, but that
affirmative decisionmaking is 'desirable.
32 See Report of the Special Committee on International Antitrust of the ABA Antitrust Section ("Report of the Special Committee") ch 2 (1991).
33 Id.
34

Id.
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with competition at its core, raise prices, create scarcity, deprive
buyers of choice, and impair incentives to innovate. Because of this
commonality, anti-cartel law suggests itself as the most productive
first subject for harmonization of substantive law.
EC policy may be particularly instructive in helping us think
about optimal law insofar as law surmounts national borders. EC
methodologies encourage policymakers to distance themselves from
national interests and to look at the whole Community from. the
perspective of the European citizen. This methodology is equally
adaptable to the world. We may think from the viewpoint of the
citizen of the world seeking to achieve world welfare. As we shall
see, by applying the EC methodology, we transcend negative comity and impermissible extraterritoriality.
Cartels of transnational dimension may be world cartels, export cartels, or import cartels. All are forbidden in the internal European market. Thus, nationals of several Members States may not
cartelize; nationals of one Member State may not form an export
cartel that harms "only" nationals of other Member States; and
nationals of one Member State may not maintain an import cartel
that excludes "only" nationals of other Member States.3 5
In the world at large, however, obstacles of law, jurisdiction,
and practical ability of enforcement obstruct internationalization
of the law against cartels. Many nations attach export exemptions
to their anti-cartel law, permitting exploitation of "mere" foreigners on grounds that no national is injured and that domestic producers may profit.3 e Most nations provide no way for their excluded exporters to challenge foreign exclusionary import cartels,
on grounds that the principal antitrust harm is to foreign consumers or that the problem is one that exclusively concerns the foreign
internal market.3 7 World cartels harming buyers in one or more nations may be clearly proscribed by the law of the consuming nation, but still, foreign cartelists commonly assert that they are beyond the jurisdiction of the consuming nation. Sometimes they do
so on grounds that they have acted principally or entirely on foreign soil, and sometimes they do so on grounds that their nation

" See, for example, Case 41/69, ACF Chemiefarma NV v Commission, 1970 ECR 661;
Case 40/73, Cooperatieve vereniging "Suiker Unie" UA and Others v Commission, 1975
ECR 1663.
" See Report of the Special Committee at ch 3 (cited in note 32). Some supporters of
the exemption also express concern that procompetitive joint ventures may erroneously be
called cartels. This problem may be more directly addressed by the same analysis that is
used in internal markets. Cartels are distinguished from joint ventures.
37 Id.
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encouraged their activity. Moreover, many nations act to protect
their nationals from suit in the consuming nation, blocking discovery and threatening to "claw back" damage awards.3 8
The interests of the citizen of the world, like the interests of
the citizen of the Community in its internal market, would dictate
initiatives to break down the barriers to successful legal challenge
to cartels of a transnational dimension. Initiatives and proposals
along these lines are already in place.
A.

Export Cartels and Other Restraints: Frameworks for Convergence of Law

In recognition of the overall harms of export cartels, but in
view of the lack of incentive of any one nation to abandon its
"right" to exempt that nation's exporters from its own law, the
Special Committee on International Antitrust of the American Bar
Association's Antitrust Section has recommended that nations
agree to eliminate their export cartel exemptions.3 9 Sir Leon Brittan, Vice President of the Commission of the European Economic
Community and Commissioner in charge of competition, has proposed also that a competition component be added to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.4 0 Such an addition would be expected to prohibit transnational cartels and could be particularly
important in stemming export cartels. It would be expected also to
harmonize trade law dumping rules with antitrust price predation
rules.
A working group of the Max-Planck Institute in Munich is in
the process of drafting an International Antitrust Code within the
framework of the GATT. The code would include a cartel prohibition, as well as other minimum standards for antitrust law. By one
model, GATT nations could become contracting parties with respect to the code. Contracting parties could be obliged to adopt the
code into national law and to enforce the standards of the code,
while also remaining free to retain and enforce other provisions of
antitrust and to enforce their national antitrust laws with customary autonomy. An international antitrust authority possibly could
be empowered to sue in a contracting party's own national court
when the contracting party has failed to enforce its law in violation
s Id at ch 6.
Id at ch 3.
40 See EC's Brittan Calls for Countries to Re-examine Global Antitrust Rules, 9 Intl
Trade Rep (BNA) 500 (Mar 18, 1992). See also Brittan Calls for InternationalCompetition
Rules, Common Market Rep (CCH) 11-12 (Feb 20, 1992).
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of its code obligations; and nations could seek dispute resolution
before a GATT panel if a nation has violated its code obligations
to the harm of the complaining nation.
Initiatives for cooperation in enforcement and discovery are
also especially critical in the realm of export cartels, for by definition the injurers are in a different nation from the victims, and
injurers' nations have traditionally asserted a parochial and protective role. The 1991 Executive Agreement between the U.S. and the
EC offers a special opportunity for cooperation in such enforcement and discovery. Under the agreement, Community officials
may request that U.S. authorities enforce U.S. law against offending American firms and aid in discovery against, for example, U.S.
exporters charged with violation of Community law. Reciprocally,
U.S. officials are invited to request similar aid, under this principle
of positive comity."' The proposal by the ABA Special Committee
on International Antitrust similarly endorses cooperation in discovery and enforcement. Moreover, building on its recommendation that nations repeal export exemptions, the Report of the Special Committee proposes that nations accept the obligation to
enforce their laws against their own export cartelists. 2
B. World Cartels
For export cartels, the principal problem is substantive coverage of the law. Nations clearly can, if they wish, prohibit their exporters from inflicting harm on others, but they have chosen not to
do so. For world cartels with impacts in buying nations, the problem is different. Rather than difficulties of substantive coverage of
the law, the problem is likely to be one of jurisdiction, comity, and
obstacles to discovery and securing enforcement.' Enlightened
one-world policy would bring all cartel members under the rule of
law. The effects doctrine"' allows impacted nations to enforce their
law against in-bound cartels. Help from, rather than obstruction
by, the home nation of the cartel members would hasten global
integration. Comity would become reciprocity in bringing cartelists
" US/EC Agreement on Antitrust Cooperation and Coordination, 61 Antitrust &
Trade Reg Rep (BNA) 382 (Sept 26, 1991); see Ehlermann, 1992 U Chi Legal F at 260-61
(cited in note 28).
,1 See Report of the Special Committee at ch 6 (cited in note 32).
43 Id.
4 Nearly all nations and the Community now accept some form of the "effects doctrine." See Report of the Special Committee at ch 6.
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to justice (positive comity) rather than reciprocity in keeping
hands off another nation's offending firms. 5
The above suggestions would not preclude legitimate defenses
based on act of state and foreign sovereign compulsion,4 but like
EC internal law,47 a progressive model would require nations to
take all appropriate measures to facilitate the objectives of free
competition and free movement and to avoid measures that could
jeopardize the achievement of "one world." Under such a model,
states could not act in derogation of competition principles simply
to advantage their nationals at the expense of other nations.' 8
States could, however, justify measures in derogation that are im9
portant to fulfill an important national interest.4
C.

Import Cartels

Exclusionary import cartels are the third form of supranational cartels. Many nations systematically challenge exclusionary
import cartels involving inbound commerce because of the classically harmful effects within their nations. If, for example, General
Motors, Chrysler, and Ford collaborated to keep Toyota and other
Japanese imports out of the United States, perhaps by private
standard-setting designed to exclude foreign sellers, or by collusively tying up all available distribution networks, U.S. enforcement authorities would be expected to sue. But national authorities are not always quick to sue in such circumstances. Perhaps
because of political dynamics, they might unhappily tolerate the
offense, even when the conduct is an offense against their own law.
May authorities of the exporting nation invoke the antitrust laws
of their own nation against the foreign import cartel?
This question has been raised only recently in the United
States and already has been well debated. In its Guidelines on International Operations in 1988, the U.S. Department of Justice
" Too often comity is invoked on behalf of parochial interests. See Eleanor M. Fox,
Extraterritoriality,Antitrust, and the New Restatement-Is "Reasonableness" the Answer?, 19 NYU J Intl L & Pol 565 (1987).
46 Summaries of those doctrines appear in the Report of the Special Committee at ch 5
(cited in note 32).
47 EEC, Art 5.

'8 EEC, Art 7.
'9 An example of such derogation might be implementation of a short-term crisis cartel
or specific measures necessary to raise the level of development in an economically disadvantaged region. This would be acceptable only where the means are narrowly tailored to
accomplish the end. For a framework of justification, see, for example, the Danish bottles
case, Case 302/86, Commission v'Denmark, 1988 ECR 4607. See also van der Esch, 15 Fordham Intl L J at 394-95 (cited in note 6).
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stated, in harmony with the 1980s' objective of minimizing the
scope of antitrust, that the Department would not enforce the U.S.
antitrust laws against any restraint that did not threaten harm to
U.S. consumer welfare.50 The Department of Justice withdrew this
policy on April 3, 1992. James F. Rill, Jr., then-Assistant Attorney
General, announced that the Department may sue American subsidiaries of foreign import cartelists where U.S. exporters are directly, foreseeably, and substantially excluded from foreign markets by cartel activity, where the offending firms' links to the
United States are significant enough to satisfy comity constraints
and where the exclusionary activity is illegal in the home nation of
the cartel members as well as in the United States.5 1 While Mr.
Rill did not mention Japan, Japanese exclusionary cartels were understood to be a candidate for action. Mr. Rill recognized that a
suit by the importing nation under its own law would be the best
remedy and that encouragement of nations to enforce their own
laws should always be the first remedy pursued.
Mr. Rill's suggestion was at once controversial. Four arguments have been asserted against it. First, the foreclosed exporters
are "mere" competitors of the foreign actors. U.S. antitrust law
protects U.S. consumers, not competitors; therefore, U.S. antitrust
law should not be applied to help exporters. Second, the personal
jurisdiction, discovery, enforcement, and comity problems would
be insurmountable. Third, there would be no subject matter jurisdiction. The importing nation has the sovereign right to control its
own economy; it has the right not to enforce its own law and the
right to have its nationals be let alone. Fourth, the proposed use of
antitrust is likely to be so offensive to the home nation of the foreign defendants that nationalism will be stirred up, and nationalism- rather than globalism-will be promoted.
On the other hand, six considerations support Mr. Rill's suggestion. First, since cartels, especially those with transnational
spill-over effects, derogate significantly from world welfare, enforcement by the exporting nations helps to fill the gap in anticartel enforcement and thereby improves world welfare. Second, it
is inaccurate to label the proposed initiative as enforcement to protect "mere" competitors. Cartels harm consumers. Most directly,
60 See Department of Justice Antitrust Enforcement Guidelines for InternationalOperations ("International Operations Guidelines"), reprinted at 4 Trade Reg Rep (CCH)

13,109 n 159 (1988).

", See U.S. Broadens Enforcement Posture on ForeignApplication of Sherman Act, 9
BNA Intl Trade Rep (BNA) 622 (Apr 8, 1992).
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they harm consumers in the immediate buying market, but also, by
misallocating resources they harm consumers of the world. They
interfere at the core with the dynamic process of competition.
Third, to the extent the question pertains to the enforcing nation's standing, even if the enforcing nation were confined to the
"shoes" of its directly harmed residents (the exporters), and even
if a U.S. consumer-welfare standing model were the only relevant
model, the enforcing nation would have standing to sue because
the harm to the excluded exporters is reciprocal to the harm to
consumers. The harm is therefore traditional antitrust injury even
under the narrow U.S. conception. Moreover, unjustified exclusionary harms are legitimate harms in their own right in other nations
52
of the world, including the European Community.
Fourth, if the question is the intended reach of the enforcing
nation's antitrust laws, the complaint is not well taken for U.S.
lawsuits. U.S. statutory law expressly preserves, for injured persons
exporting from the United States, the right to sue. 3 Indeed, if
there is any legitimate antitrust case by an exporter from the
United States, the paradigm case is a suit against a cartel that
blocks exporters' access to markets. Perhaps this is the only such
case clearly based on impairment of allocative efficiency.
Fifth, while problems of personal jurisdiction, discovery, enforcement, and comity would exist in many cases, these problems
are not insurmountable in all cases. The problem is fact-specific.
Sixth, consistent with international law, subject matter jurisdiction would exist when there is harm to the regulating nation
and when, under all the facts, the exercise of jurisdiction is not
unreasonable. No essential core of sovereignty is then violated.
-This is particularly so where the conduct challenged has transnational spillovers and when the rule of law enforced represents the
consensus law of nations, tracks the law of the importing nation,
and is important to world welfare. In our globalized economy,
where one nation's citizens hurt another nation's citizens by eco-

" See Fox, 61 Notre Dame L Rev 981 (cited in note 24).
" The Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act of 1982 expressly preserves the right
under the Sherman Act to challenge conduct involving trade or commerce with foreign nations where "such conduct has a direct, substantial, and reasonably foreseeable effect ... on
export trade or export commerce with foreign nations, of a person engaged in such trade or
commerce in the United States." 15 USC § 6a(1)(B) (1988). Case law has long recognized
the right of exporters to sue for exclusionary and exploitive harms. See Continental Ore Co.
v Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., 370 US 690 (1962).
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nomic acts against them, the purview of "sovereignty" and of impermissible extraterritoriality has shrunk. 4
The case for allowing one nation's challenge to the private import-cartel conduct of another nation's citizens depends upon reciprocity. No enforcing nation could appropriately support the initiative unless it would also support like enforcement against its
cartelizing citizens if the tables were turned by an exporting nation. 5 The idea of reciprocal respect is implicit in Mr. Rill's
proposal.
In a perfect one-world model, action by an exporting nation
against another nation's import cartelists would not be necessary;
the latter nation would enforce its own law against its conspiring'
nationals. Furthermore, in a regime with supranational law such as
enjoyed by the European Community with respect to its internal
market, the supranational authority would enforce the consensus
law. However, in this less-than-perfect world with no supranational
antitrust law, the dilemma of the unenforced national law persists.
The dimensions of the problem expand as cartels' externalities increase. Mr. Rill's suggestion has now become part of the international conversation, and it will have borne fruit if a consensus
forms that nations should enforce their anti-cartel laws, subject to
any tailored nationally-sanctioned exceptions such as limited exception for crisis cartels. At a minimum, enforcement should not
be withheld merely because the nation gains more from exploiting
foreigners than it loses from exploiting its own citizens. From the
viewpoint of the citizen of the world, the anti-cartel law should be
enforced.
V.

ANTITRUST LAW IN CONTEXT:

How

URGENT

Is

ANTITRUST

LAW?
The preceding discussion assumes the importance of antitrust
law and looks optimistically on emerging convergence. In this section we step back and examine that assumption. If antitrust did
not exist, would we invent it?

See Report of the Special Committee at ch 4 (cited in note 32). Regarding human
rights, compare R. Lapidoth, Sovereignty in Transition, 45 J Intl Affairs 325 (1992); F.
Teson, The Kantian Theory of InternationalLaw, 92 Colum L Rev 53 (1992), in view of the
exigencies of global interdependence, the monolithic notion of sovereignty must be
mitigated.
11 See Restatement, Foreign Relations Law of the United States (Third) § 403, reporters' note 5 (1987).
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When antitrust law is deeply imbedded in a system, its core
importance is difficult to perceive. Observation of the newly emerging democracies of Eastern Europe provides a rare opportunity to
examine the place of and, indeed, the demand for antitrust in the
economy of a democratic nation.
The nations of Eastern Europe wish urgently to develop an
economic base that will give life to their economies, reinforce their
democracies, and provide opportunities for their people to enjoy a
decent standard of living. Antitrust law does not obviously lead the
list of priorities of the person on the street who needs food and a
job, yet antitrust law and enforcement have been on the agenda of
every one of these emerging democracies. Competition policy, including antitrust, has taken its place as a foundational base for the
development of a free economy and society.
Competition policy in Eastern Europe is properly broader
than the prohibitory rules that form the body of law called antitrust. Eastern Europe needs to structure an environment in which
business can grow and become competitive, an environment attractive to investment and the transfer of technology, and one in which
the mass of people can participate in the economic enterprise. The
tasks to accomplish these ends are formidable. They include building a communication and information infrastructure, including
transportation, telephone, and computer networks; establishing the,
clarity and enforceability of property and contract rights; providing a competent, disinterested judiciary; increasing access to courts
and respect for court judgments; privatizing government-owned
business in legitimate ways that recognize the interests of workers;
restructuring business to accord with efficiency; establishing a convertible currency; and devising a foreign investment policy hospitable to the inflow of capital and technology (although nations may
be understandably ambivalent towards foreign investment that
may swallow up their national identities). All of these tasks are a
part of a broader competition policy. So, too, is antitrust law
itself. 6
Many individuals in the Eastern European nations see antitrust law foremost as a means to control the greed of and abuse by
powerful firms and as a means to assure that entrepreneurs are not
foreclosed from markets. Only secondarily do some of the policymakers see antitrust law as a means to put into place a competitive
ethic-an ethic of rivalry that will induce firms to want to be the
" Eleanor M. Fox and Janusz A. Ordover, Eastern Europe Needs Antitrust Now, NY
L J 1 (Nov 23, 1990).
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best and, thus, to respond to people's wants and needs.5 7 The first
objective is necessarily to give legitimacy to the law and to induce
entreprenedrial activity. The second objective is a foundational
link to a robust free economy.
Interestingly, the objective to control greed and assure access
accords with European Community law and departs from the law
of the United States, which has all but forsaken fairness and access
as antitrust values.58 The objective of instilling the competitive
ethic fits with the converging cartel law of the world.
The most important point, however, cannot be found in the
detail of the law. The most important point, stems from the symbiotic relationship between democracy and a free economy: the essential importance of freedom to enter markets, freedom to respond to peoples' needs and wants, freedom to engage in economic
enterprises as one chooses, and a structure that supports and
maintains this process.59 As with free speech, as long as the process
is safeguarded, the rights of the speaker and the rights of the listener-the rights of the provider and the rights of the consumer-tend to merge. The most important task of the Eastern
European nations is to build the foundation that will support these
freedoms. One of the most important contributions that the Western and better-off nations can make to this effort is opening their
markets to the goods and services of Eastern Europe, thereby helping the nations to help themselves by realizing the benefits of free
trade.6 0
CONCLUSION: ONE WORLD

The European Community aspires to achieve One Europe, a
concept founded on several strong principles that are basic to European union. Open markets and free movement, with no discrimination on the basis of nationality, are the strongest principles.

11This is apparent from the structure of the new antitrust statutes in the Eastern European nations. See Eleanor M. Fox and Janusz A. Ordover, Free Enterprise and Competition Policy for Central and East Europe and the Soviet Union, in International Bar Association, Privatization in Central and Eastern Europe, ch 11 (Butterworths, 1992). See also
Report of the Special Committee at ch 10 (cited in note 32).
68 See Part III of this Article.
See generally, Eleanor M. Fox, The Sherman Antitrust Act and The World-Let
Freedom Ring, 59 Antitrust L J 109 (1990).
60 For additional comments on the virtues of open markets, see remarks of Sir Leon
Brittan, 9 Intl Trade Rep (BNA) 500 (Mar 18, 1992) (cited in note 40); and Brittan Calls for
InternationalCompetition Rules, Common Market Rep (CCH) 11-12 (Feb 20, 1992) (cited
in note 40).
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Community law includes both overarching principles and
,frameworks for common policy. Within the frameworks, nations
may respond to their special needs by adopting measures consistent with both common policy and the principles of free movement
with nondiscrimination. They may also adopt measures that derogate modestly from free movement, but only if the proponent of
derogation satisfies the burden of justification. The measures that
derogate must be necessary to serve important national or local interests, consistent with Community objectives, and must be proportional to the legitimate objective. 1
This is the framework from which we may usefully borrow policy for One World. 2 I do not speak here of how to achieve convergence. Nor do I speak of whether there should be a code or supranational law or neither. I merely identify the principles that I
believe are the correct universal principles that nations and policymakers should keep in the foreground of our minds and policies.
Moreover, I provide only a skeletal sketch, for reasons of both reality and practicality. As for substantive law, I have addressed only
cartel law because the anti-cartel principle presents the strongest,
clearest and most nearly universal principle of substantive antitrust. Beyond cartel law, disharmonies in the substantive laws of
nations make convergence more difficult to implement. 3 Even re-

01

See Case C-353/89, Commission v Netherlands (July 25, 1991) (not yet reported);

Case C-288/89, Stichting Collectieve Antennevoorziening Gouda v Comissariaat voor de
Media (July 25, 1991) (not yet reported), discussed in van der Esch, 15 Fordham Intl L J at
394-95 (cited in note 6).
62 My proposal is generalized and foundational and envisions convergence, cross-fertilization, non-discrimination, and mutual aid in enforcement rather than a globalized regime
of law. See, for an excellent account of the barriers to an international competition regime,
the costs of failing to produce such a regime and proposals for making such a regime "somewhat less impossible," Diane P. Wood, The Impossible Dream: Real International Antitrust, 1992 U Chi Legal F 277. See also, for an excellent economic discussion of policy in
Europe and the possibilities for bilateral and multilateral extension, Alexis Jacquemin, The
InternationalDimension of European Competition Policy 13-21 (1992) (unpublished manuscript on file with The University of Chicago Legal Forum).
03 Even so, programs and structures that facilitate convergence should be adopted or
constructed. Frequent conversations among enforcement authorities of different nations are
an important step in this direction. Such conversations have long been facilitated by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development ("OECD"). Also, they are contemplated by the US/EC Executive Agreement.
As for mergers and joint ventures, conversations among authorities of different nations
who are called upon to analyze the same transaction under the law of the different nations
could be especially rewarding. The useful scope and timing of such conversations is now
greatly limited both by constraints of confidentiality and by different national requirements
on time of notification. These obstacles could be removed by agreement and government
action, and I suspect that they will be removed at such time as opportunity for cross-fertilization is recognized as an important advance.
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garding cartel law, some nations need and yet others insist upon
derogations, and if we accept the reality of derogations, we might
at least insist that they be transparent and subject to justification.
And so my proposal is only a minimal proposal of a framework for
convergence; it is only a modest first step.
My proposal entails two main components. The first is comprised of three overarching or framework policies:
First, the four freedoms; free movement of goods, services, capital, and people.6
Second, transparency of government subsidies and other
government action, such as trade restraints that derogate
from the principle of free movement/free competition.
Derogations should be disclosed, catalogued, and publicized, laying a foundation for action to reduce or eliminate them. 5
Third, prohibition of cartels of a transnational dimension, including import and export cartels, with a concerted commitment to enforce their laws against cartels
and to assist foreign nations in enforcing their laws
against offending persons in the first nation."
Derogations from the first and third policies would be permitted when justified by important national interests, for example,
measures necessary to elevate the conditions in less developed or
industrializing nations. 7 Nations that take measures in derogation
would be obliged to follow the rules of transparency and
proportionality.
The second element derives from the principle of subsidiarity.6 Nations would be free to enact and enforce aspects of
antitrust law not covered by the*international framework according
to the nation's needs, interests, and preferences. When nations
take enforcement initiatives that affect the important -interests of

See EEC, Arts 9, 30, 48, 52, 59.
06 Compare EEC, Arts 92-94.
66 See note 33.
67 Compare EEC, Art 2.
64

68 See Community Charterof the FundamentalSocial Rights of Workers, preamble, 11
(Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, 1990). The subsidiarity principle was added to the EEC Treaty by the Treaty on Europe Union (Maastricht). If the
Maastricht agreement is ratified, it will become Article 3b. Reported in 1992:1 CMLR 573,
590.
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other nations, they would
be obliged to inform and consult with
69
the nations affected.

Thus, One World does not mean a homogenized world. One
World offers the dynamism of diversity, by permitting each nation
the autonomy to choose policies appropriate to its culture and context.7" Yet, One World does mean a commitment to the framework
freedoms, to the principle of non-discrimination, and to openness
and respect for national differences. One World does mean an end
to antitrust isolationism.

09 Compare the US/EC Agreement, 61 Antitrust & Trade Reg Rep (BNA) 382 (cited in
note 41); Council Dir 85/374/EEC of 25 July 1985 on the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning liability for defective
products, art 15, 1985 OJ L210:32, providing that a Member State may legislate in derogation from an EC products liability provision but must first communicate the text of its
proposed measure to the Commission and the Commission must inform the other Member
States of the proposed measure.
70 See R. Reich, The World of Nations: PreparingOurselves for 21st Century Capitalism 307-20 (1991): Zero-sum nationalism provides a "dangerously narrow" focus in relation
to economic and other problems, including the environment, for which global cooperation is
necessary; only a cosmopolitan perspective will enable us to grapple with the formidable
problems of humankind in the next century. But cosmopolitanism additionally allows for,
and the senses of justice and generosity require, a "positive economic nationalism, in which
each nation's citizens take primary responsibility for enhancing the capacities of their countrymen for full and productive lives, but who also work with other nations to ensure that
these improvements do not come at others' expense." Id at 311.

